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ON THE ETYMOLOGY OF THE OIKONYM VOGOŠĆA 
(SARAJEVO CANTON, BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA)

The paper describes the possible etymological development of the oikonym Vogošća, 
the name of one of the nine municipalities of Sarajevo Canton, Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
Although the fi rst traces of human presence in the area of Vogošća date back to the Neolithic 
period, its wider surroundings started being inhabited in Antiquity — fi rst by the Illyrians who, 
in the early 1st century AD, were defeated by the Romans. The oldest records of this oikonym 
are found in the 15th and 17th centuries Ottoman cadastral books. Based on these defters, written 
in sijakat, a variety of the Arabic script, the form of the settlement name may be restored as 
Gogošta, Ogošta, Vgošta or Vogošta. These forms should be compared with other toponyms 
that prove both linguistically and geographically approximate, namely with the oikonym 
Ogošte (Ogošta, Hogošt) in Kosovo and the hydronym Ogosta in Bulgaria. It is assumed 
that the oikonym Vogošća goes back to the anthroponym August and that the etymological 
development is as follows: August + suffi  x -jь + suffi  x -a > Agọ šta > Ogošta > Vogošta. Based 
on this etymological development, the authors conclude that the basis of this oikonym derives 
from the Slavic possessive adjective with the meaning ‘Augustʼs,’ the form Vogošća being thus 
an elliptical toponym. The authors discuss the phonetic changes in the course of this etymological 
development and provide historical evidence to substantiate the deanthroponymic formation 
of the oikonym Vogošća: based on the archaeological excavations, it is assumed the Roman 
military unit Augusta VIII or its veterans were located in the area of Sarajevo. 

K e y w o r d s: South Slavic languages, Latin, oikonym, anthroponym, etymology, Vogošća, 
Ottoman cadastral books.
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Introduction
Vogošća is one of the nine municipalities of Sarajevo Canton. It is located fi ve 

to six kilometers northwest of the centre of the city of Sarajevo. The settlement was 
formed at the intersection of important roads that connect Sarajevo with Kakanj and 
further towards Bosanski Šamac and Bosanski Brod in the north and with Olovo and 
Tuzla and northeastern Bosnia. In the south, the road through Ivan-Sedlo led to Mostar 
and further to the Adriatic Sea. 

Vogošća has a very favourable geographical position. So as it has favourable natural 
geographical conditions for intensive development, as it is rich in water, fertile land, 
forests and has favourable climatic conditions for the construction of a settlement. 
There is also a sulphur spring in Vogošća. Sarajevo area, including modern Vogošća, 
has been inhabited since the Neolithic [Skarić, 1937, 19; Pašalić, 1960, 69; Mesihović, 
2008, 10, 54]. Archaeological excavations have confi rmed that the area of modern 
Sarajevo and its surroundings were actively inhabited from the 1st to the 6th century. 
In the Roman period, the settlement located here belonged to the province of Dalmatia 
and an important road that connected the River Narona (today’s River Neretva) and 
the River Drina passed across Sarajevsko Field close to this settlement [Jovanović, 
1967, 23; Mesihović, 2008, 12–13; Busuladžić, 2011, 109]. There were buildings and 
economic facilities in the area of the Vogošća sulphur spring as well as a Roman station 
on the aforementioned road [Pašalić, 1960, 69]. Remains of Roman buildings were 
found in the area of Vogošća [Skarić, 1937, 26]. In the Middle Ages, the inhabitants 
of this area were faced with the arrival of the Slavs. After the conquest of the parish 
of Vrhbosna in the mid-15th century, the Ottomans recorded the population and their real 
estates. These registers show numerous deserted villages in this parish and a small num-
ber of inhabitants, which refl ects the devastation caused by the numerous wars during 
the earlier periods of development. However, this area came to life again in the Ottoman 
period. The register covering the years 1468–1469 indicates that Vogošća had the status 
of a village with 49 households [Aličić, 2008, 71], while in the register of the year 1604, 
it already had fi ve quarters and over 100 households [Handžić, 2000, 264].

It was mentioned under the year 1555 as a village managed by members of the Otto-
man military class on behalf of the sultan. It is known that from the mid-18th century 
the village was governed by the members of the well-known Sarajevo families Dženetić 
and, later, Halilbašić [Kreševljaković, 1991, 491]. During the Austro-Hungarian period, 
various economic activities began to develop. A factory for processing manganese ore 
and a cement factory were built in Vogošća, as well as a hydroelectric power plant. 
In the period of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes and later during the King-
dom of Yugoslavia, all economic activity almost completely stopped. The intensive 
economic development of the settlement and later the municipality of the same name 
began after the Second World War with the village becoming part of the economic 
system of Sarajevo.
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The offi  cial name Vogošća has dialectal forms: Vogošta and Vogošće [Kreševlja-
ković, 1991, 480; Jovanović, 1967, 12]. The fi rst toponymic study of the name was 
carried out in a paper that attempted to locate the medieval Slavic parish of Vidogošća 
in the area of today’s Vogošća and to prove the etymological development Vogošća < 
Vydogossa, but, as was stated by the author himself, the study lacked solid linguistic 
evidence [Anđelić, 1971, 342]. Another work argues for the etymological development 
Vogošća < *Velgostja and points that this toponym is derived from the priestly vocation 
of the Bosnian Church: veliki gost ‘a great guest’ [Kalajdžija, 2006, 132]. Miklošič [1864, 
28] suggests the Slavic anthroponym Velegost as the basis for the name of the German 
town of Wolgast, while Dedić warns that such a “religious” interpretation of the top-
onyms requires a more convincing context, especially if they derive from appellatives 
with a broader and more common meaning such as the word gost [Dedić, 2015, 174].

Sources
The present research is based on the Ottoman tapu tahrir defteri [Handžić, 2000, 

iii], or tahrir defterleri [Šabanović, 1964, xxi], — cadastral books for the area of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, which also contained data on the settlement of Vogošća. More spe-
cifi cally, we used the summary registers for the years 1455 and 1468–1469, as well as 
a detailed register for the year 1604. The detailed register of the Skadar Sanjak of 1485 
was unavailable in print and translation during the research, however, the attested form 
of the oikonym Vogošća from this register is refl ected in Šabanović’s notes for the reg-
ister of 1455 [Ibid., 1964, 62], so this form was also taken into account.

The mentioned defters contain the oldest written forms of this oikonym. It is 
important to note that the defters were written in the fi eld and in direct contact with 
the population of the area with the data being recorded by commissions that consisted 
of an emin (state commissioner) and a katib (clerk) [Šabanović, 1964, xxi; Aličić, 2008, 
xvi; Handžić, 2000, vii].

The defters used in this study are defter-i mufassal and defter-i müdžmel. 
The nominal registers, or defter-i mufassal (esȃmȋ defterleri), are the detailed registers 
of the population and its feudal obligations. They contain the names of the holders 
of feudal obligations, their occupation, and property and list the type and amount 
of their obligations in money or goods. The summary registers, or defter-i müdžmel 
(defter-i ijmal, timar defterleri), were created based on the detailed registers and show 
the division of the land into has (sultan’s estates and estates of high state offi  cials), 
zijamet and timar (estates of the lower military class) [Šabanović, 1964, xxii].

The defters were written in sijakat, a special type of Arabic script adapted 
to the Turkish language, which was mainly used in fi nancial books and documents. 
Then the clerks adapted the sijakat to the vernaculars of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
They tried to write toponyms faithfully, but the transliteration of toponyms written 
in sijakat is complicated by the fact that in the sijakat, there are no diacritical marks for 
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vowels [Aličić, 2008, xxvi; Handžić, 2000, xxii], so some of the names can be rendered 
in the Bosnian vernacular in more than one way. 

Results and Discussion
The toponym Vogošta is fi rst mentioned in The transcript of the summary register 

of the provinces of Jeleč, Zvečan, Hodidjed, Sjenica, Ras, Skopje, and Kalkandelen with 
the areas that belong to them, created from 9 to 18 May 1455. Although this deftder is 
considered to be the oldest list of the settlements of modern Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
its translator Hazim Šabanović notes that there is an older defter which is not available 
to our translators. 

More specifi cally, the oikonym Gogošta is found in the register of the so-called 
Bosnian Border Area, where it is stated that three houses in this village were in the pos-
session of the Isa-begʼs gulam (servant), the silahdar (gunsmith) Yusuf, as the part 
of his timar (feudal estate) [Šabanović, 1964, 62]. Šabanović notes that he did not 
correct grammatical errors in his translation, nor did he unify the spelling, and that 
the diacritical marks, otherwise omitted in the register, were added to the translation 
without explanation unless there was doubt concerning the possibility of a diff erent 
interpretation of the toponyms (which is marked with a + sign) [Ibid., viii]. Under 
the toponym Gogošta, he adds in the note that the correct form would actually be 
Vogošta as it is written in the defter of 1485 [Ibid., 62], while the form Gogošta is most 
probably a clerk’s mistake.

The next important document that also refers to the area of Vogošća is The summary 
defter of the province of Jeleč, the whole and what was annexed to it and the province 
of Bosnia in its entirety and in detail. This defter includes the cadastral data on all 
parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina conquered up until 1469. More specifi cally, it was 
created on the basis of a detailed register (which was not found) for the period from 
winter 1468 to spring 1469. Aličić renders the oikonym Vogošća as Ogošta and states 
in a note that it could be pronounced Ivgošta [Aličić, 2008, 71].

The toponym Vogošća is also mentioned in The 1604 Detailed Register of the Bos-
nian Sanjak, where it is rendered as Vogošta [Handžić, 2000, 262].

Since there are no diacritical marks for vowels in sijakat and the consonant /v/ is 
denoted by the same sign as the vowels /o/ and /u/ (with the sign vav) [Loma, 1987, 159; 
Ždralović, 1982, 256], in the Bosnian vernacular, the oikonym could be pronounced 
as Ogošta, Ugošta, or Vgošta.

Table 1 presents various phonetic forms of the oikonym that can be established 
based on the Ottoman defters. However, these forms cannot be restored accurately due 
to the already mentioned ambiguities of the sijakat.

We also used an additional method based on an analysis of toponyms on the geo-
graphical maps and their comparison with the earliest known forms of the oikonym 
Vogošća. The oikonym was thus compared with other place names of the Balkan 
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Peninsula. In this regard, the name Gogošta/Vogošta/Ogošta should be compared 
to the oikonym Ogošta (Hogošt, Ogošte), name of a village in Kosovo, and the hydronym 
Ogosta, name of a river in Bulgaria near the Serbian border (see Figure). 

Table 1
Phonetic forms of the oikonym Vogošća 

in the translations of the Ottoman cadastral books

Year of the register Form of the oikonym Vogošća

1455 Gogošta/Vogošta
1468–1469 Ogošta/Vgošta
1485 Vogošta
1604 Vogošta

The oikonym Ogošta was registered as “Hogushta, the other name Agushta” 
in the 1487 Ottoman summary defter of Sanjak Vučitrn, with the translatorʼs note 
about its recent location as the village Hogosht (Ogošta, Ogošte) in the Municipality 
of Kamenica in Kosovo [Rexha, 2016, 444]. The Latin form of the Bulgarian hydronym 
Ogosta is Augusta [Luka, Ivanov, 2018, 200; Loma, 1990, 290].

Geographical locations of the oikonym Vogošća, oikonym Ogošte, 
and hydronym Ogosta in the south Slavic-speaking area of the Balkans
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Based on the aforementioned forms of the toponyms, we can conclude the follow-
ing etymological development of the oikonym Vogošća: August + -jь + -a > Agọ šta > 
Ogošta >Vogošta. 

Petar Skok states that the names of the eighth month of the year, August, and 
the anthroponym August were adopted into the Serbo-Croatian language with 
the unchanged initial and in diff erent variants (as presented in Table 2) [Skok, 1971, 75].

Table 2
Forms of the lexeme August with the meaning of the eighth month of the year 

and the anthroponym August adopted in Serbo-Croatian, according to Skok [1971, 75]

Form of the lexeme Notes

aùgust As in the Latin language

avgust As in the Byzantine and the modern Greek languages

aogust With the dissimilation of au — u > ao — u, as in the Italian 
language

agûst Recorded in the settlement of Božava (Rab Island, Croatia) 
in the 13th century

agȕst Recorded in Lastva

àgost
Both attested in the 17th century

àgušt

agosto According to the Croatian linguist Kašić

jagust
With a prosthesis as in the Bulgarian language

jegust

Àvgust
Personal name as borrowed from the Latin language

August

Avgustin With the diminutive suffi  x -in

Agostin

With monophtongationAgustin

Aguštin

Augustinčić Surname with a compound suffi  x -ьc + -ić > -čić

Agustinović Suffi  xal surname

Gustika With apheresis

Gustl With the German diminutive suffi  x
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Nevenka Gošić [1979, 29] states that the refl ex of the Greek diphthong ay-, 
which appears in the Greek anthroponym Aygustos in most transcripts of the Gospels 
of the medieval Bosnian state (Table 3), was used with av-: avьgustь, only in one 
Gospel, the form with au-, auьgustь, was used.

Table 3
Forms of the Greek anthroponym Aygustos in the editorial transcripts 

of the medieval Bosnian gospels of the 14th and 15th centuries, according to Gošić [1979]

Forms of the anthroponym Aygustos Medieval Bosnian gospels

Avьgustь Divoševo gospel, Nikoljsko gospel, Kopitarevo gospel

Augustь Čajničko gospel

However, after the 7th century in the Proto-Slavic language, the monophthongation 
of au occured: au > ō [Hozler, 2011, 44]. This would give Ōgust instead of August, 
however, the form Agushta that historically precedes the toponym Hogosht, indicates 
the possibility of the transformation of Latin au into Romance a, as recorded in dif-
ferent parts of the Balkans (cf. Table 2), and then, during the 9th century, in the Slavic 
speaking area, this a would regularly change to o. The later and long-lasting replace-
ment of the vowel o (originated from Latin a) with the vowel a is unexplainable [Ibid., 
57–58], as it may be in the case of the form Hogushta. 

The change u > o in the second syllable can be explained by the sound change 
Latin ŭ > Romance ọ  [Hozler, 2011, 23], and then ọ  > o in Slavic. As evidenced by 
the forms Agushta/Hogushta, the vowel u in the second syllable is still used in the year 
1437, but it then changes to o in the register for 1455 (Gogošta/Vogošta), the same 
sound also occurs in the oikonym Ogošta in Kosovo — which allows us to hypo-
thesize the change u > o is a result of distance assimilation [Mihaljević, 2002, 19]. 

The jotation of the group *st in the last syllable can be a refl ex of the Proto-Slavic 
adjective suffi  x -jь (Indo-European suffi  x -i̭o) used to form possessive adjectives 
from appellatives denoting living beings and from personal names [Skok, 1971, 741]. 
The jotation of the group *st originally gave the refl ex šč in all Slavic languages, and 
then, by dissimilation, št as in the Štokavian dialect [Mihaljević, 2002, 172]. Thus, 
the further etymological development could be Ogost + suffi  x -jь > Ogošt, with 
the meaning of possession ‘that belonging (related) to August.ʼ The grammatical suffi  x 
-a indicates the feminine nominal adjective, which suggests a second feminine member 
of the former syntagm that could be ‘land,’ ‘meadow,’ etc. as in e.g. Banja Luka — 
Banova Luka ‘Ban’s meadow’ [Skok, 1971, 741]. All this leads to the conclusion that 
Vogošća is an elliptical toponym like Sarajevo meaning ‘that belonging (or related) 
to saray (palace).’

Finally, the initial v in the form Vogošća and h in Hogosht can be explained as 
secondary phenomena, prosthetic v or h being added for easier pronunciation. 
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The proposed etymology has strong archaeological and historical support. It is 
known that the wider surroundings of Vogošća, namely Sarajevsko Field and the area 
of the modern city of Sarajevo, as well as Vogošća, lay on a Roman road that led 
to the River Neretva, Nevesinjsko Field, Sarajevsko Field, Romanija Mountain, and 
River Drina. Archaeological excavations have shown the existence of Roman buildings, 
tombstones, and votive tablets with Roman inscriptions, pottery, agricultural and craft 
tools, Roman brickyards, and coins that run in a continuous sequence from the reign 
of Tiberius to the reign of Justinian. Excavations show that Roman watchtowers, for-
tifi cations, and stations must have existed on this part of the Roman road. The remains 
of Roman buildings were found in the area of Gornja Vogošća and around the sulphur 
spring [Pašalić, 1960, 100]. Recent archaeological research in the area of Vogošća 
such as the excavation of the villa rustica in the village Krivoglavci in the municipality 
of Vogošća has provided new data and confi rmation of Roman infl uence [Busuladžić, 
2011, 32]. The biggest settlement of the region known as Aquae S... (probably Aquae 
Sulphurae) in today’s Ilidža near Sarajevo held the status of a self-governing municipality. 
Located in the area of today’s inner city of Sarajevo, the settlement was an important 
economic centre. On Debelo Hill above Sarajevo, there was a Roman refugium even 
in the 6th century [Pašalić, 1960, 85–87]. A refugium also existed in the area of today’s 
Vogošća [Mesihović, 2008, 58]. Archaeological excavations show that the Slavs built 
their settlements on and around the former Roman settlements and buildings [Busu-
ladžić, 2011, 143–144].

Two non-linguistic factors are particularly indicative of the proposed etymo-
logy of this oikonym. One of them is the fact that epigraphic inscriptions were found 
in the area of Sarajevo (Švrakino Selo) and its wider surroundings (Pazarić), which speak 
of the presence of a Roman military unit or more likely military veterans of the legion 
Augusta VIII in this area [Pašalić, 1960, 98; Busuladžić, 2011, 118]. Researchers also 
indicate their presence in the valley of the River Ogosta in Bulgaria [Luka, Ivanov, 
2018, 200]. 

The etymology that traces Vogošća to the anthroponym August also leads us to recall 
two-word Roman place names with the element Augusta, e.g. Augusta Traiana (for-
merly Beroe, today’s Stara Zagora in Bulgaria) [Mesihović, Šačić, 2015, 331–332], or 
Flavia Augusta [Ferjančić, 2002, 59], etc. This observation suggests that the oikonym 
in question may simply follow the pattern “(colonia) Augusta + name” used for dozens 
of colonies that emerged all over the empire under the Principate, e.g. Colonia Augusta 
Treverorum (Trier), Colonia Augusta Raurica (archaeological site in Switzerland 
near the village Augst which itself derives its name from Augusta), Colonia Emerita 
Augusta (modern Mérida, Spain), etc. The annexation of the wider Sarajevo area was 
completed in 9 A.D. by Tiberius when his stepfather Augustus was still alive, which 
makes this version plausible. However, this interpretation necessitates an explanation 
of the change st > šć in the earliest forms like Ogošta (if they derive directly from 
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the Latin feminine form Augusta), which is easier to do if we admit a morphological 
reinterpretation that occurred in Slavic.1
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К ЭТИМОЛОГИИ ОЙКОНИМА VOGOŠĆA (САРАЕВСКИЙ КАНТОН, 
БОСНИЯ И ГЕРЦЕГОВИНА)

Статья посвящена этимологии ойконима Vogošća, названия  одной из девяти общин 
Сараевского кантона в Боснии и Герцеговине. Область современной общины Вогош-
ча была заселена уже в эпоху неолита, а первые письменные источники о заселении 
этой территории относятся к античности. Сначала эту область населяли иллирийцы, 
которые в начале I в. н. э. были покорены римлянами. Наиболее ранние фиксации то-
понима Vogošća обнаруживаются в османских кадастровых книгах, относящихся к XV 
и XVII вв. Поскольку эти источники написаны особой разновидностью арабского письма, 
зафиксированная в них форма топонима может быть восстановлена по-разному — как 
Gogošta, Ogošta, Vgošta или Vogošta. Ближайшими параллелями исследуемого топонима 
являются ойконим Ogošte (Ogošta, Hogošt) в Косово и гидроним Огоста в Болгарии. 
Авторы предполагают, что по аналогии с этими топонимами ойконим Vogošća восходит 
к антропониму August. Развитие формы в этом случае могло быть следующим: August + 
суффикс -jь + суффикс -a > Agọ šta > Ogošta > Vogošta. Такое развитие показывает, что 
форма Vogošta восходит к возникшему уже на славянской почве отантропонимическому 
поссессивному прилагательному и, следовательно, представляет собой эллиптический 
топоним. В статье подробно обсуждаются фонетические изменения, а также приводятся 
исторические сивидетельства, поддерживающие выдвигаемую авторами этимологиче-
скую интерпретацию: археологические находки указывают на то, что в районе Сараево 
либо располагался лагерь VIII Августова легиона (Legio VIII Augusta), либо там получали 
землю ветераны этого легиона. 

К л ю ч е в ы е  с л о в а: южнославянские языки, латинский язык, ойконимы, антро-
понимы, этимология, Вогошча, османские кадастровые книги.
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